ELLA PS

Ella PS Bariatric Chair

Ella PS Rectangular Occasional Table

Single Ella PS with Connector Table and Tandem Seat Ella, below.

Single Ella PS Chair ganged with Connector Table to the Triple Seat Ella.
Square Occasional Table with Ella Bariatric Chair on the right. All in dark cherry.

ELLA PS
AGATI believes you don’t have to sacrifice style for function, and nothing
embodies that belief more than the Ella Public Seating series. A series of ganged
chairs and matching tables, the Ella PS functions on practicality, sophistication
and classic AGATI design. True to its signature approach, AGATI has designed
the Ella PS to be multi-functional. Add the Ella bariatric chair and the Ella PS
becomes the ideal solution for healthcare settings. Low maintenance and easy
to configure, the Ella PS series accommodates patrons of all shapes and sizes.
Available in various finishes and easily arranged with occasional and connecting
side tables, the Ella PS adapts to the hospitality market with its crisp lines
and clean, contemporary appeal. Boasting the strong rectilinear frame of
the original AGATI Ella Chair, the Ella PS is available as a one-and-a-half seat
chair, as well as a two and three seat tandem series. The Ella PS series blends
sensibility and elegance to fit any setting. Go to agati.com to see more.

Ella PS Arm Chair

Collection

Ella PS Bariatric Chair, Triple Seat Chair, and Tandem Seat Chair in maple.
Shown with Rectangular and Square occasional tables.

Side Chair

Bariatric Chair

Tandem Seat Chair

Triple Seat Chair

Square Table

Rectangular Table

AGATI is defined by versatility. Designs combine a unique blend of aesthetics and engineering,
distinguished by their eclectic styles. Inspired by the need for furniture that is both timeless and
universal, AGATI is committed to the design and engineering of each and every piece.
Furniture built to last a lifetime means investing in the future. AGATI is dedicated to
implementing sound environmental practices such as utilizing domestic reforested lumber,
as well as reusable packaging materials. AGATI believes in helping preserve resources at
no expense to the integrity of the product or the satisfaction of the customer.

Celebrated for its design. Chosen for its quality.
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